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CORPS TAKES GROSS
COUNTRY JUNKET AS
DUNLAPJfADS WAY

COUNTY CLUBS MAKE
DANCE PREPARATIONS
AS CHRISTMAS NEARS

Exploding Fireworks Cause
Night March; Two Houts
Spent on Journey

Many Orchestras to Play For
Holiday Hops Sponsored
By Students

MOB FORMATION

FIFTEEN DANCES

By H. S. Ashmore
The welkin rang last night with
songs and curses as Colonel John
F. Dunlap, commander of Clemson's somewhat frostbitten brigade, proved conclusively that he
is a man of his word and that
Clemson is still a military school.
Backing up his statement in
chapel early this week, the colonel produced his Citadel methods with a bang that rivaled that
of the firecracker that set him
off last night at 9:20. By 9:35
the residents of the campus were
hanging out their windows in
goggle-eyed amazement as the
head of the long procession, 1500
strong, headed out in the general direction of Greenville. At
9i,45 Maj. Barnett, military officer of the day, arrived panting
at the guard room after a hurried dash from a reception. At
11:15 the corps returned to ' its
fold and at 11:20 the firecrackers hegan exploding again. x
The senior company, after having loudly announced that it had
no intention of entering into the
festivities, stuck by its guns and
refused to budge from its war*,
barracks, ignoring even a plea
from Lt. Col. Shuford.
The brigade's forced march Included a tour through the Ag
bottoms which took in a five mile
circuit by the old hay barn and
back up hy the pump station. The
march was marked by almost
continual bedlam.
Strangely enough, fair military ordeT w5s
kept in the leading company, B-l,
despite the adverse circumstances
of mud and darkness, but the
remainder of the long column
marched in mob formation.
The march last night was perhaps the largest single demon(Continued on page eight)

Following the traditional custom, Clemson Clubs are planning to brighten the holiday season with a series of gala Christmas Hops.
These dances have
become an annual part of the
state's social schedule, and the
dances this year give .promise of
composing the^most brilliant series of hops yej sponsored by the
various clubs.
Peedeeans Organized
Inaugurating the state-wide
series, the newly organized PeeFrances Delaney, darkhaired beauty who will apDeeans will be hosts at a dance
pear with Wesley Kay's band
to be held at the Florence Country Club, on December 22. Muat the Engineer's Ball tosic will be furnished by Vinmorrow night.
Miss Decent Eiserman's orchestra. This
laney is a talented songis the initial effort of the Florstress who delivers her numence-Darlington Club, but it is
bers in a new and distinctive
expected to be one of the most
manner.
successful of the holiday events.
The night of December 22 is
also set for the dance sponsored
by the Oconee County Club. The
dance is to be held in the Parish
House at Clemson, and the rhythmical offerings will ,be furnished by Luke Cheney's band.
(In Greenville, the festivities
(Continued on page two)
Small Number of Frosh Cast
Ballots in Elections
Last Night

GRAHAM, LITTLEJOHN
LINDSAY ELECTED AS
FRESHMAN_OFFICERS
135 VOTES CAST

Yesterday's balloting by members of the freshman class resulted in the election of A. D. Gra/ ham of Rock Hill as president;
C. F. Littlejohn as vice-president
and R. J. Lindsay as secretary
and treasurer. The smallest percentage of the freshman class
cast their ballots 'yesterday than
ever before in the history of
the college.
A. D. Graham of Rock Hill was
elected to the presdency of the
class of 1940 by defeating J. R.
Eadon.
Graham won this race
by a very close margin. C. F.
Littlejohn of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
was awarded the post of vicepresident by defeating J. M.
LaMaster, McPeters, Boesch, 'Stallworth.
and Clark Hold Other
R. J. Lindsay of Clemson received . the secretary and treasOffices
urer's position by defeating C. N.
At a meeting held on Decem- Parkins. According to informaber 3, members of the Palmetto tion received from T. I. Martin,
Literary Society elected; as their president of the senior class and
president for the coming term who was in charge of the balloting, only one hundred and thirtyR. Lemon of Barnwell.
Other newly inducted officers five votes were cast in the elecwere H. W. LaMaster, vice-pre- tion.
The three newly elected, offisident; A. P. McPeters, treasurer
J. C. Boesch, secretary, and A. cers of the freshman class and
M. Clark, sergeant-at-arms.
the runners-up in the race were
The new officers succeeded the appointed at a call meeting of
following, who served for the the class held in the college au.first three months of this year: ditorium Tuesday night.
E. S. Giles, president; E. D.
Wells, vice-president; and K. H.
Inderfurth, secretary.
The meeting was held in the
Y Club room. After the business
had been disposed, the Society
adjourned and enjoyed
openBy u/icle Wilkie
house as guests of the Y.
Left rather- speechless by the
somewhat childish behavior of
HARVARD ASSOCIATION the corps and the drastic methREPORTS YEARLY GAIN ods taken to/teach us to act our
age, we can /only refer you withCambridge,
Mass.— (ACP)— out further comment to the diary
Harvard University's sport pro- of our old /friend Gilhooley for
gram for 1935-36 showed mflre another torching picture *>t fhe
than a $2,000 gain over that of days when/ men were men and
1934-35, it was announced in any Clemfion cadet's rifle was
the annual report of the Harvard likely to pe loaded.
Diary, with only a week or so
Athletic association.
The profit of $4,746.59 for left before our glorious and longthe last college year is the larg- awaited / Christmas Holidays, it
est n the last tlrree years, con- has bee/i our misfortune to have
strasting with the surplus of discipline rear its ugly head. Ir$2,306.18 for the preceding year responsible cadets with no reand a deficit of $32,881.78 for gard for their fellow men have
once a'eain taken to the somethe year ending June 4, 1934.

Lemon Is Named
Literary Leader

Honor Frat Taps
Six New Members

Sander,
Smith,
Reames,
Buckner, Cheatham, and
Craig are Pledged
At a meeting of the Clemson
chapter of Scabbard and Blade,
national honorary military fraternity, six outstanding members
of the senior class were pledged
to the organization.
The six men tapped by the society include H. F. Sander of
Charleston, H. W, Smith of York,
J. T. iReames of McCormick, P.
M. Buckner of Walterboro, W.
L. Cheatham of Abbeville, and
S. J. Craig of Greenville.
Sander is executive lieutenant
colonel
of
the
First
regiment and is majoring in electrical
engineering.
Smith
is
taking textile chemistry and is
lieutenant colonel of the 2nd
battalion, 1st regiment. Reames,
who is majoring in agricultural
engineering rates as company
commander of E-l.
Buckner,
captain of A-2, is also taking agricultural engineering.
Cheatham, captain of C-l, is majoring
in General Science. Craig, captain of B-2, is taking textile
chemistry.

Twenty-five Awarded
Monograms
Twenty-four Clemson football men and one varsity
manager were awarded Block
C sweaters at the meeting
of the Athletic Board last
week.
Twelve of the men
will wear the monogram for
the first time.
They are:
Charlie Woods, Oliver "Payne,
Don Willis, Bob Bailey, Ben
Pearson. Kent Segars, Watson
Magee, Turk Orban, and Mac
Jeter (manager).
The ' other men include
Captain Net Berry, Alt. Capt.
Manuel Black, Harold Lewis,
Bill Bryant, Fred Wyse, Sam
McConnell, T. S. McConneU,
Don Shuford, Mac Folger, Al
Sanders,
Winston Lawton,
Lawrence Buscher, and Dusty
Wiles.

COPY FOR TAPS GOES
TO HANDS OF PRINTER
FOR IMMEDIATE WORK
Editor Folk Takes Quantity
of Material to Atlanta
Last Weekend
URGES SPACE PAYMENT
The thirtieth edition of Taps
yearbook of the Clemson Corps
of Cadets, was officially started
to press last weekend as several
members of the senior staff placed in the hands of the printers
voluminous material.
Portions of all sections of the
publication have been sent to
Atlanta and only a few slick
prints -made at the last minute
are holding up the other parts of
the book. The major efforts of
the art staff have been completed
and turned in also.
Large Book
This year's Volume will present a much more complete picture of student and campus life
at Clemson and the angles caught
by the cemeramen will do much
toward making this edition stand
out. The cooperation of the students as a whole has meant much
to the editor in enabling the work
to progress as rapidly as it has.
Payments
Even though most of the cadets have already made their payments for space in the publication there are a good many members of the freshman and sophomore classes who have yet to
pay.
The deadline for underclassmen is Tuesday, December
15.' All freshmen are reminded
to see F. E. Bobo, Room 147;
sophomores can pay F. L. Bell,
Room 261; and members of the
junior class can pay B. S. Jordan, Room 141. Business Manager T. I. Martin urges cadets
who find it impossible to make
settlement by this time to see
him and make arrangements in
Room 501.
t

Wilkie Quotes Gilhooley Again
Oscar Steanson Is
As Dipry Reveals Hike Paralled Visitor on Campus
what viscious practice of shooting their rifles on the company
halls. Our colonel has announced that though boys will be boys
and though Christmas spirit Is
Christmas spirit, the first time a
cadet is accidentally or deliberately shot, the corps will take
a long, long walk.
Oh! Oh—just as we predicted,
in spite of warnings, catastrophe
has struck the corps. Zeb McGonnigle's big toe was shot off
in an outburst of Christmas spirit last night. True to his word,
our staunch colonel herded us
out of barracks at the stroke of
midnight, and remotely formed
(Continued on page two)
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Mr. Oscar Steanson, Associate
Agricultural Economist, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics, was
on the campus for several days
last week in connection with research work in Agricultural Adjustment.
While here Mr. Steanson held
a conference with Mr. R. A. McGinty, director of the Experiment
Station; Messers G. H. Aull, B.
O. Williams, J. L. Fulmer and
M. C. Rochester of the Department of Agricultural Economics;
T. W. Morgan, assistant director
of the Agricultural Extension
Service; and Messers
Carnes,
Gay, Burgess and Dowdle of the
Soil Conservation Service.

KAY WILL PLAY FOR
ENGINEERS HOP HERE
TOMORROW EVENING
■

Two
Dances to. Feature
Weekend Series; Famed
Band to Furnish
Rhythm
MANY TO ATTEND
A holiday dance crowd will
enter the field house for the last
time this year as Wesley Kay
and his orchestra furnish the
rhythm for the Friday and Saturday night Christmas dance series sponsored by the engineers.
Kay directs his outfit in much '
the same way as does Wayne
King. With sax in hand he aids
in furnishing the mellowness of
the slow numbers for which he
is well known and then beats
out the fast tempo of swingtime
tunes in collaboration with his
three trumpeters.
Adhering to many of the more
famliar\ and popular numbers of
previous years and with the additon of the newer ballads, the
young bandsman presents a wellrounded program. Frances Delaney, featured vocalist really
catches the spirit of the occasion
with her soft voice, a really different type of torch singer than
has ever been seen in the local
orchestra pit before.
The dancers will enter through
the door of a snow-covered house
and will emerge onto the floor
amid the furnishings of a modern
dwelling. Unique decorations along festive, holiday lines will
adorn the latticed walls around
the dancing area and the orchestra pit will be decorated as an
immense fireplace.
Tickets will be sold tomorrow
afternoon and until 8 o'clock tomorrow night in 503 in order, to
(Continued on page eight)

Daniel to Speak In
Neighboring States
English Department Head To
Be Featured in North
Carolina and Gecjrgia
Continuing his series of speches over the South, Dr. D. W.
Daniel, dean of the School of
General Science, is scheduled to
deliver addresses in North Carolina and Georgia during the next
two weeks.
Friday, November 20, Dr. Daniel addressed the annual Bottler's
convention in Raleigh, N. C. On
next Wednesday Dean Daniel will
speak at a dinner of the Association of General Contractors in
Charlotte, N. C. From the Queen
City, he will return to South
Carolina for an engagement to
speak at the Ladies' Night banquet of the Kiwanis Club in
Greenwood.
Dr. Daniel is well-known in
the South as an orator, and has
been caled upon to speak for
every type of occasion. He was
at one time featured in the famour Chatau'qua series.

By Their Words
They gave him a bunch of
horses who had never seen men
before and a bunch of men who
had never seen horses before and
told him to go to work.
—Weeks
Naturally I was broke, gentlemen; I had been married two
years.
—Ramsey
I enjoy a lot of things I can't
very well admit to you men in
the classroom.
—Shenk
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TWO

COUNTY CLUBS MAKE
DANCE PREPARATIONS
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Sponsors For Engineer's Hop

GILHOOLEY DESCRIBES
'03 WALKJO SENECA
(Continued from page one)

(Continued from page one) (

us in something resembling a
have been arranged for the evenbattalion and marched us (210
ing of December 30 in the Poinstrong) into the wilds of the
sett Hotel ballroom with the muOconee Hills which extend to the
sic of Luke Cheney. The Greendistant boundaries of Seneca.
ville boys have one of the largDiary, what a hike! Led by
est groups in the school and their
intrepid guides bearing torches,
dances are always well planned
we reached the ricer, en entire
and enjoyable.
through the morass. By the time
Charleston's Shrine Club will
we reached the Library, an entire
see the largest crowd in many
company was missing. Not daunmonths as the Jungaleers furnish
ted, we proceeded on our way
their sparkling rhythm for the
until we were barred by an inBeta Sigma Chi. The date for
penetrable thicket. A halt was
the affair has been set for Decalled and several squads of discember 28.
organized cadets attempted to
Marlboro and Kershaw
take the chill off the sub-zero
On the evening of the 28th of
night air by setting fire "to overDecember, a host of dancers will
hanging vines. Noble st^iff serbe in attendance at the Camden
geants smothered the impending
Armory as Leo Downs and his
forest fire amid the cheers of the
distinctive orchestra hold forth
common rank and file.
at the annual Clemson dance
Upon arriving back at barthere.
racks,
we were greeted with lusty
Marlboro County will see her
cheers that sounded something
hest dance in many a moon on
like Sap-Sucker and Sheep by a
the evening of December 24 when
company of seniors who had
the local club entertains ^ith
considered
a midnight stroll a
the syncopated rhythms of Fredlittle beneath their dignity.
dy Johnson.
A hasty check-up revealed that
York and Anderson
one company, ten leading guides,
In Rock Hill, the students of
and a number of laggers were
York County will gather at the
among the missing.
The casuAndrew Jackson Hotel on New
alty list from stumbling, falling,
Year's night for the latest of "a
and wading was appreciable.
long series of brilliant hops.
Spent the rest of the night thawFreddy Johnston and his Caroing out and rubbing with linilina Tarheels will provide the
ment. Gave up all hope of studymusic of the day in his inimiting for tomorrow's four prelims.
able style.
Have made a solemn vow never
Jimmy Cinciola and his Southto shoot a rifle in baTracks myerners have "been chosen to play
self, and though I firmly befor | the Anderson County Club
lieve that the childish rifle shootdance on December 29 at the
ers should he stopped in some
Anderson Country Club. Cincimanner, I, Lucious P. Gilhooley,
ola's hand is a 'Georgia aggregarooming on the top floor of first
tion which is rapidly gainfhg
barracks, can hardly become acprominence among the better
customed to the idea of walking
known southern orchestras.
ten miles every night because
Jungaleers Popular
Luther P. Godbold on the bof%m
The Ridgewood Country Club
floor of second barracks gives vent
will ring to the syncopation of
to his Christmas spirit by "taking
Clemson's noted Jungaleers as
a pot shot at a hapless freshthe Columbia Clemson boys play
man." *
host to the college crowd on
December 30.
Professor E. C. Van Dyke,
The Newberry Club will ring
professor of entomology at the
in the New Year with a dance in
University of California, says
the American Legion Hall on the
that, contrary to popular opinevening of December 31.
The
ion, squirrels and mice are not
ever popular Jungaleers will furThe officials of the several clubs sponsoring tomorrow's Engineering Hop have named enemies of mankind.
Actually
nish the rhythm.
these lovely sponsors: Caroline Rush of Greenwood' (upper left); Lib Hunter of Hendersonville, they play an important part in
Sponsoring a series of Sances
N. C. (upper right); Betty Horton of Union (center left); Ruth Aichele of Newberry Colpreventing insects from destroyon January 2, the Union Clemlege (center right); Anna Dixon of Bishopville (lower left), and Zada Mhns of Moneks Corner ing our forests.
son Club will set the pace with
Jungaleers playing for both danMV BRIARS NO THAT SHOULDNT
ces in.their own distinctive style.
DIFFERENT. HASM'T BE — NO TROUBLE
The Jungaleers will also furCAKED THE WAV
LIKE TMAT WITH
nish the music for the always
I LIKE IT. AND
PRINCE ALBERT
successful OTangeburg Club hop.
This year's dance will be held at
IT STILL BITES
the Elks Hall on December 29.
LIKE BLAZES r
The newly organized chemical
Honor Alumni
engineering fraternity, Chi Pi Pi,
In honor of the Alumni As- has recently taken steps to assist
sociation, of their city the Spar- the corps with their photography
tanburg-Clemsoii Club is giving by installing 24-hour printing
a delightful dance at the Clev- and developing service.
eland Hotel the night of DecemThe work will be done in he
ber 28. The club has been for- chemistry building and H. p.
tunate in engaging the ever pop- Eisner, president of the organiular Bill Davenport and his Or- zation, has announced that the
chestra, a hand offering rhythms rates will be kept at the miniin a pleasing tempo.
mum.
The American Legion Hail of
Outside 'Spealfu's
Laurens will be the site of the
Plans have been made to inLauren's County Club dance on vite different outsiders to , speak
the night of the 23rd.
Luke from time to time on subjects
Cheney's band will play.
relative to chemistry and engiThe Chester County boys have neering. All cadets who are inselected an excellent musical ag- terested in information pertaingregation, Stud Stoudemire's Or- ing to these sciences are cordialchestra, for their dance on De- ly invited to attend these gathercember 29.
ings.

Christmas
Dance

Chemical Society
To Develop Films
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CLEMSON TO HAVE NEW
SECOND-RUN THEATER

/
Some Clemson men have agreed to erect a new
'heater off the campus to be used as a second run
"theater. It is expected that 30 or 40 men and wo""J^ men will want one or more shares in this enterprise
as it will be run supplementary to and not competetive with the college owned and operated show at
the Y. Several lots are under consideration. This
building will enable people to see shows that they
o miss seeing first run at the Y. Perhaps some arrangement can be made with the Y to run some of
the pictures the second day off the campus. Further
o announcements will be made at an early date.
(Pair Advertsement)
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HERE'S WHY THERE'S NO OTHER TOBACCO LIKE PRINCE ALBERT: P.A. IS CHOICE
MELLOW TOBACCO-"CRIMP CUT"F0R COOLNESS—WITH THEWREMOVED BY
Copr.. 1936. R. J. Reynolds Tob. Go.
SPECIAL PROCESS. IT'S tHE LARGEST-SELLING TOBACCP
IN THE WORLD. AND SWELL FOR "MAKIN'S"CIGARETTES.
IPRINCE ALBERT,"

I

PRINCE ALBERT MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE:

CRIMP E'UjflJIli
LONG BURNING PII>E AND,
CIGARETTE rOBACCO;:|

50

pipefuls of fragrant tobacco in
every 2-ounce tin
of Prince Albert

Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince Albert. If you don't find it the mellowest, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, return the pocket tin with the
rest of the tobacco in it to us at any time within a month from this date, and
we will refund full purchase price, plus postage.
(.Signed) R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
5^^
Winston-Sale

PRINCE ALBERT

THE NATIONAL
JOY SMOKE
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THE TIGER, CLEMSON, S. C
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Musicale Series Features Carnegie Concert Equipment
CARNEGIE MUSIC SET
PROVIDES ADDITIONAL
ENTERTAINMENT HERE

Junior Ring Committee to Procure
Rings After Xmas Holiday Period

COPPER-COLORED GAL
In speaking of television last
Symphonies of Master Musi week we did not tell you t>f the
make-up
technique
required.
sicians Presented in Shop
When Hildegarde appeared on
Building Every Friday
the programs she was required to
use quite a conglomeration of, "Carolina Rice Plantation'
FACULTY IN CHARGE
facial applications: brown rouges
by Herbert Ravenel Sass
for the cheeks, black lipstick,
is Placed Here
By J. K. Smith
green eye shadow, and yellow
paste on the teeth. This probabEvery Friday evening at 8:00 ly left a much worse taste than
A new publication of interest
when the ringing anvils and the one finds the "morning after." to all South Carolinians has been
whirring saws of the Shop Buildreceived at the Library.
The
ng are silenced, a group of ca- DOUBLE TROUBLE
book is entitled "A Carolina
dets and campus people meet In
You probably didn't know Rice Plantation of the Fifties,"
a room above the workshops
by Herbert Ravenel Sass.
Its
that
Bing Crosby has two Bob most' unusual feature is its
and absorb stirring symphonies
Burns
on
his
Thursday
night
of master musicians brought to
thirty paintings in Water colors
them by the Carnegie Music set show. Yes, you hear them both by Alice R. Huger Smith.
during
the
entertainment,
too.
recently donated to Clemson ColThe book depicts vivid scenes
There's the one we' all know.
lege.
of a typical South Carolina Rice
Robin
or
Bazooka
Bob
and
then
Absorbed, they feel the inten- there's the Bob who slides a Plantation of the early fifties.
sity of Finland's revolt against trombone in Jimmy Dorsey's out- The narative is taken largely
Russian
rule in the
surging fit. The latter member of the from the unpublished memoirs
strains of Sibelius' "Finlandia". show is the son of .a musical di- of D. E\ Huger Smith.
"Serenade," and the harmony
The paintings by Miss Smith
of the negro spirituals. Rimsky- rector in one of Detroit's techni- may well be considered as excal
high
schools.
Korsakoft's "Sheherazade," the
amples of unusually fine art.
story in symphony of an oriental LITTLE SHIRLEY
Two other books of interest
Sultan's thousand and one nights
This Shirley came out of the are "The Countryman's Year,"
of splendor, sublimes the senses
to new experiences of exaltation. West too, but her last name isn't by David Grayson, and "WeathTemple. Shirley Lloyd, now fea- ering Heights," by Emily Bronte
Popular Music Similar
Both of these novels are enjoyThere are many who in re- tured with Ozzie Nelson, started ing wide spread popularity.
her
air
career
in
Chicago
singing
ferring to classical music main"The Countryman's Year" retain that they "can't stand that over local stations there. When
highbrow stuff." They are, un- Nelson heaTd her he was favor- veals the richness of life in
fortunately, misinformed.
Fun- ably pleased with her type and simple things and is a book
damentally there is no difference when Harriet had to start taking carrying a message of peace and
between the kinds of music we care of the third member of the contentment to all who read its
call "classical" and "popular" Nelson family Shirley was called inspiring pages.
There are two marvelous synco- in. And a very good substitute
NEWSON, '34, ACCEPTS
pated fox trots in Franck's pious she made, too.
symphony; Schubert unconsciousNEW MILL POSITION
ly wrote the music for the best HAL LEAVING?
We don't know how true it is
of all musical comedies, and MoS. M. Newsom, Clemson texzart's A major piano sonata con- or how soon it will come but it tile graduate of 1934, has achas
been
rumored
that
Hal
Kemp
ceals beneath its fearsome title
cepted a position in the testing
one of the smoothest dance tunes and his swell band are to leave department of Bbrden Mills, of
ever written.
At the previous Phil Baker's program for Gulf Kingsport, Tenn. He was formmusicale the familiar melody of on Sunday nights. It seems that erly with Goodyear-Clearwater
that negro
spiritual,
"Swing Hal doesn't think that he (gets-a Mills, Rockmart, Ga.
Low, Sweet Chariot's" could be fair show, and we agree with
distinctly recognized in the theme him. It is definitely not the pay.
of Dvorak's "New World Sym- You who hear the program know
that Kemp and his vocalists nevphony."
er play more than three or four
Faculty n Charge
Enjoying
the programs
as numbers at the most, and then
'thoroughly as the students them- most of the time .the music is
selves Professor John P. Lucas, broken into by announcers selling
Professor E. J. Freeman, Miss the product. In our opinion Gulf
Virginia Shanklin, and Mr. C. would flow much more freely if
M. Asbill, who all took active Kemp were allowed to help.
part in arranging the progra"ms,
TOBACCO QUEEN
have arranged to make them
Birmingham is the home town
still more interesting by having
! a well informed speaker explain of a girl who has made good rethe story behind each selection cently. Edith Dick, Lucky Strike's
before it is played.
It is ex- Saturday night songstress who is
pected that Professor
W. D. a head-liner in Al Goodman's
Lippincott, Professor B. E. Fer- aggregation, first started warbnow, and Mr. E. F. Vandevere ling with two of her cousins in
will give such short informal a trio that went places over Alaexplanations in future profrrams. bama way. -She soon went to
It is also expected that
Cfuy New York and got hooked up
Hutchins, well-known commSi- with Voorhees and Lennie Haytator and teacher of music, and ton's bands. It wasn't long beDirector of Winthrop
College fore Broadway had given her a
Symphony Orchestra, will ad- fine spot with Goodman on the
dress the group at some future very popular Hit, Parade., She's
blonde and very small but loves
date.
i
to ride horseback and play badIndex to be Printed
minton.
As yet, the index to the Library has not been received. How- ONE OE MANY
ever, it is planned that up"on
We think quite a lot of the
their receipt, mimeographed copies of all the books, records, and bands heard over Chicago's WGN
scores will be made and di&tri- outlet but the. one that has rebuted to each cadet. They will cently caught our ear is Freddie
He's been playing for
then be in a postion to make Martin.
some
time
but recently has been
requests for any particular seplaces fast. You can hear
lection which they may prefer. going
him from the Trianon every
Announcement has been made
at various intervals.
Al
to the effect that a committee Is night
Kavelin is another WGN feature.
at work trying to arrange to
He used to be hookeSd up with
have a W. P. A. worker to be CBS several vears ago. He has
placed in charge of the music a top notch outfit now with Carset during the entire week in men at the keyboard.
order that cadets may
utilize
their spare time by listening to
their favorite
selections.
FOT WRENN IS SPEAKER AT
SCIENCE CLUB MEET
convenience, the music set will
be transferred to a room in the
The Clemson College Science
library when the new AgriculturClub held a supper meeting
al Building is completed
Tuesday night, December 8, at
Weekly Musicale
Each Friday an announcement the Presbyterian church, at which
reminding the corps of the regu- time Dr. Frank Wrenn, of Anderlar musicale will be made in the son, was the principal speaker.
Dr. Wrenn, who is superintenmess-ball. The time of the program is at 8:00 and all are dent of the Anderson County
welcome, so come, relax, and Hospital, spoke on the subject,
absorb
"the music
of the "The Bilological Effects of XRay". His long expereince with
spheres."
X-Ray and its uses justly qualiAccording to Doctor W. M. fied him to speak on this subject.
Following Dr. Wrenn with inJardine, president of Wichita
University, 73 per cei\t of his formal talks were Dr. Lee W.
1936 graduating class are al- Milford, of Clemson, and Dr. (E.
A. Hines of Seneca.
ready employed.

Herff-Jones Gets Contract;
Designs are Being Studied by Committee

NEW BOOK IS ADDED
TO LIBRARY SHELVES adopted
In accordance with the plans
by the members of the

Junior Class, the recently appointed Junior Ring Committee
is rapidly pushing forward plans
to procure the rings shortly after
the Christmas Holidays.
The
company has been selected, orders for rings have been taken,
and ring designs are now being
studied.
It is the desire of the committee to follow the traditional
ring design as closely as possible,
and only a few minor changes
will be made. The order was
given this year to Herff-Jones
Company of Indiana, specializers
in ring manufacture, and artists
of this company's staff have submitted sketches of the proposed
1938 ring. These sketches are
now under the careful consideration of the committee. In view
of present developments the committee feels that it is in a position to secure for the class of
'38 a ring unexcelled in the history of the school.
Orders Taken
During the past week orders
were taken in cooperation with
Dr. McCollum and a final checkup reveals that the majority of
eligible juniors elected to order
their rings this year. The Clemson order is the fourth largest
order in the nation, being exceeded only by those of West Point,
Annapolis, and V. M. I.

GREEK LETTER FRATS
PROMISE TO ABOLISH
HELL-WEEK HORRORS
SophcSmoric
Hazing
De. nounced at Intercollegiate
Meeting in New York
MEASURES ADOPTED

New York, N. Y.— (ACP)—
That local college authorities
are the proper agencies to act
in abolishing the "Hell Week"
of fraternity "horse play and
hazing" was deeded in a resolution adopted unanimously by
the Natonal Interfraternity Conference at its 28th annual session.
, ^
Although the national fraternity1 body now places the initiative in the hands of college officials, it pledges its cooperation
in eliminating these practices.
"Evident Trend"
The resolution tookv cognizance
of an "evident trend" of students
to minimize hazing and to use
"less sophomore and. more mature procedures" in the pre-initiatory "Hell Week" It lauded
colleges
which have
already
made efforts to do away with
hazing in fraternity circles.
"The conference recognizes,"
the resolution said, "that the
customs and traditions! which
prevail on any campus are determined by public opinion on
that campus, and not by the
national organizations of our
fraternities; or is any national
fraternity able to prescribe for its
own chapter action which can
THACKSTON, DAIRY OWNER become effective only through
agreement of all chapters on that
King Thackston, dairy major campus supported by local pubin the class of '32, is now oper- lic opinion."
ating a large commercial dairy
at Greenville.
He stopped by
W. D. Farley, '35, is doing
Clemson Monday, November 9, statistical: woTk for the Cow
for a visit with the dairy depart- Testing Associations
and
the
Dairy Department at Clemson.
ment.
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PLATO, QUOTING SOCRATES
"WHOM, THEN, do I call educated?
First, those who manage well the circumstances which they enpounter day by day
and who possess a judgment which is accurate in meeting occasions as they arise
and rarely misses the expedient course of
action; next, those who are decent and
honorable in this intercourse with all men,
bearing easily and good-naturedly what
is unpleasant or offensive in others, and
being themselves as agreeable and reasonable to their associates as is humanly possible to be;; furthermore, those who hold
their pleasures always under control and
are not unduly overcome by their misfortunes, bearing up under them bravely and
in a manner worthy of our common nature;
finally, and most important of all, those
who are not spoiled by their success and
who do not desert their true selves, but
hold their ground steadfastly as wise and
sober minded men, rejoicing no more in
the good things which have come to them
through chance than in those which
through their own nature and intelligence
are theirs since birth. Those who have a
character which is in,accord, not With one
of these things, but with all of them—rthese
I maintain are educated and whole men,
possessed of all the virtues of men."
Using this criteria of the educated
man as pointed out by Plato, many college
students with a plentiful share of potential
ability are prone to devote to their work
only so much energy as is required for
them to make a mere passing grade. Students living in the path of least resistance
should bear in mind that college is not just
a place to spend four happy years prior to
entering the business world.
The college and. university of today
should be looked upon as a place for the
one endowed with the true spirit of enthusiastic endeavors and ideals, with the aims
of increasing his earning capacities, widening his scope of knowledge, broadening his
horizon, learning how to find information,
developing culture and refinement, training the thinking processes, and increasing
the opportunities for service. An education is an opportunity for development.
—B. T. L.
"More than one-third of the Stanford
men date women on Friday and Saturday
nights"—news item in the Mercer Cluster.
Which leads us to wonder what the other
two-thirds date.

PICTURE SNATCHERS
THERE ARE TIMES when we think
that perhaps Sinclair Lewis had Clemson
in mind when he created his Gfeorge Babbitt. If ever there was a chronic group of
joiners it exists here. All a man with ambition to be president of something has to
do is to issue a call and, presto! he has a
large and inactive club on his hands.
We don't know what an actual count
of the clubs now existing on the campus
would come to, but it would be a staggering sum. An actual count of the active
clubs, however, would come to about
three. Wherein lies the excuse for this
mass of seri-organized groups?
The various professional fraternities
are fully justified, we suppose, in that they
bring together men with a common interests. The honor frats, part of them anyway, serve a purpose in offering recognition to deserving student leaders and in
carrying out definite programs of general
improvement. The purely social clubs are
harmless at any rate. But this conglomeration of county clubs, religious clubs, political clubs, etc., etc., which clutters up the
back pages of the annual and weekly
swamps the newspaper with red-hot news
releases it pointless and should be abolished.
There is entirely too' much overlapping. One professional club in each department awarding a college degree would
fill the need. The sole function of the
county clubs is to sponsor dances in the
towns of this area during the holidays, and
there is no need for any formal organization into a club. Certainly there is no justification for running a picture in the club
section of the annual when the only requisite for membership, is citizenship in a
certain county.
It would be a real benefit to the college if at least half of the present organizations on the campus were wiped out.
And, since the same people rarely attend
any two consecutive meetings, they would
hardly be missed.
CHRISTMAS CHEER
' The people of these United States
have, as a whole, more to be joyful over
this.. Christmas than probably any period
during the last ten years. Since the overwhelming victory of the Democratic party
business has gradually worked itself up to
a veritable "boom".
The increase in demand for products
was of course immediately met with an
increase in supply, all of which is directly
responsible for the increase in the payrolls of a majority of the country's businesses. All in all, little Johnnie's stocking will have a much larger bulge on this
Christmas morn.
The interest taken by the different
towns, cities, and communities throughout
the country is evidence enough to convince the pessimist who is worst infected
with "humbug complex" that the situation is indeed all that it has been said to
be.
Even here at Clemson the few meager
pre-holiday decorations that usually appear have been overwhelmingly outdone.
But from the interest shown in the purchase of the Tuberculosis seals during
the present sale, one can definitely realize
that this Christmas season will be the best
of many years.—W. K. L.

Collegiate Press
By B. N. Skardon

*_

At Duke University, Paramount News cameramen- recently spent an honr and a half taking
shots of Clarence "Ace" Parker. Not only did
the Ace perform in his football togs, but demonstrated his ability to study in the sunlight on the,
clock-tower wall. Practically a whole day's activity of Parker was recorded in the film.
COLLEGIATE *>RESS

The ingenuity of the English people
The "installment plan" dance at Oregon
fe truly amazing. The latest gag, brought State College offers men students plenty of variety
on by l'affaire Simpson, is to sing the na- •—if they have enough nickles. They are admittional anthem when London police arrice ted to each soriety dance for five cents and have
privilege of dancing 15 minutes before they
to disperse unruly mobs so that the bob- the
are shooed out. Since the dance lasts three hours,
bies have to stand at attention while the they can, if they desire, shuffle at twelve different
*rowd goes home to dinner.
houses—all for sixty cents.
Since making an appeal for letters
to the editor some weeks ago we have
rceeived one, yes we have, and we are
going to run it just as soon as we get'
another one to go with it. Come on now,
isn't there another reader somewhere?

COLLEGIATE PRESS

We begin to wonder after reading the TECO
ECHO of East Carolina- Teachers College just
why their intramural teams chose such forcible
names.
Among
these "rammers, jammers,
crushers, squashers" were "firecrackers, cannons,
wolfpack, fighters, and crackerjacks". Maybe they
want just heaps and heaps of moral effect.
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Talk Of The Town
GOD
Among the people we are
growing a little weary of hearing
about is Mr. Bob King, Furman's
pride and joy.
Mr. King has
been nominated for the most valuable, player in the nation, the
player most often in opponents'
backfields, a job on the Furman
coaching staff, and, by now probably for May Queen.
Fufman
has made a lot more noise over
King as an All-Southern than
Duke has over Ace Parker as an
AU-American. He couldn't have
garnered more; space in the local
papers if he had given birth to
sextuplets. We are very glad that
King made All-Southern, we are
quite chagrined that he didn't
make All-American, and we think
he's a wonderful football player.
We are too, too willing to admit
that practically singlehanded ho
ran great big circles around our
entire squad. But we are growing a little weary of having our
morning paper filled with glow*
ing accounts of what the great
star had for breakfast las? Wednesday. And so, we suspect, is
Mr. King.
PRESS
The press In general has irked
as lately with this Edward-Wally
business. By the time this appears the King may have tossed
his throne away for a slightly
used expatriate or Baldwin may
have knocked out his pipe and
resigned from the cabinet, giving up the empire to the damned
commoners. We don't know, and
we're just a little afraid that we
don't care anymore. It's a wonderful news story and we heartily agree with Mr. H. L. Mencken
who proclaimed it the greatest
story since the resurrection. At
first the write-ups from London
were all right, well done and
quite interesting, but of lite they
have gotten a trifle on the sloppy side. Mrs. Simpson has now
become the typical American girl
and King Edward has become the
greatest lover of the ages. Stor.
ies by dowagers who came out
with Wallis in the season of 1913
have begun crowding their way
onto the front page, and a least
half of all the newspapers we see
are given over, wholeheartedly,
to the epic romance. We don't
mind particularly, except that we
have begun to resent having to
search about over among the
classified ads for the latest morbid details of the Spanish Revolution, an event that trikes us as.
still having some slight news
value.
CHEER
We want to toss a laurel
wreath, or possibly a holly one
would be better, to those enterprising souls who became imbued
with the spirit of the season and
have decorated the barracks with,
lights, mistletoe, and other appropriate symbols. Y'ou who walk
by third barracks and cast a
glance in the direction of that
huge "Merry Christmas" sign
probably
don't
realize
that
somebody put quite a bit of
work on it for no reason except
a strong upward surge oft Yuletide spirit. It brings back to us,
however, an incident of» our
freshman yeai which has remained with us through these many
snows. Some lads up on A Co.
that year,erected a lovely Xmas
tree, replete with lights and tinsel, on the fire escape outside
one of their third story windows
and under it placed a placard
saying, "A Merry Xmas From
*A' Company". On the floor below some efficient, labor-saving
soul, placed a sign on the b*-e
fire-escape just under the tree
bearing the legend, "Ditto From
'C Company".
CHANGE
Even though the Winthrop
Jolmsoiiia is awfully mad at us
about an article that appeared
Iftere some weeks ago and has
been taking ugly little below-the
belt jabs at us for some time, we
think we should commend the
editors on their recent change of
format. All of a sudden they
jumped from an illegitimate college journal size to a| standard
newspaper eight-column job, and
blossomed forth with a new masthead and all sorts of typographical improvements. This just
after they had made a clean
sweep of the state in the SCCPA
collegiate newspaper contest. The
change itself isn't so remarkable,
butx the fact that they hurst

—that E. Duckby Wells has finally gotten a snatch and a snapshot of every big shot on the
campus for the annual and that
Oscar shutters to think of what
will happen if he ever gets his
hands on a movie camera.
OSCAR SATS

__that the man across the river
reminds him that there are only
thirteen more shopping days before Christmas an/d that the line
already reaches over the bridge.
-OSCAR SAYS-

that although the Tau Beta Pi
convention classed our shyster
Geisberg as an outsider he Is
really a member of the lodge and
was supposed to be there.
-OSCAR SAYS-

that Buckner is getting in
Scabbard and Blade and Oscar
thinks they should become a
secret order now.
Buckner is
also a member of the Walterboro
County, Club, yes he is.
OSCAR SAYS

that
Pack-lto-the-FarmnMove
ment Baskin is working night
and day to install a chapter of
Mu Mu Mu here and announces
that installation proceedings will
be held in the Dairy Building
barring rain.
OSCAR SAYS

that he went over on the other side of the railroad tracks
(for news, you dope) last week
in Anderson and returned after
telling all the lasses over there
that he didn't know Bobo and
Little.
3SCAR BAYS-

that Pus Bennett, who is still
in the running for a dip, believe
it or Inot, is frequently found
down at yard-engine no. 3's with
a paper of pins, dropping them
at intervals.
JSCAR SATS-

__that the Y seems to be continually infested with Shaky Husbands and Mormon (J."o. 5") who
are still playing that game of
ping-pong
they
smarted
last
spring.
OSCAR SAYS

i—

that the Agitators stopped In
Anderson on the way back front
their Starr banquet last Saturday
night long enough to unanimously induct a prominent Clemson
supporter into the lodge.
OSCAR SAYS

that Otis Morgan has defied
Oscar to catch him in the act
again and that Oscar promises
Otis that he will be on hand
with his pencil in hand the next
time he strays from the straight
and narrow. (Gamecock please
copy).
>
OSCAR SAYS

that the local lads iwh* were
still able to hear at the Wofford
dances in Spartanburg last weekend returned with glowing reports of Kay's music and torchsinger, (adv.)
OSCAR SAYS

that the greatest tragedy of
the weekend was the failure of
the Senior Coming-out Party
which was to present all the
debutantes in Central in a s5rt
of Roman holiday.
OSCAR

SATS

that Patterson, Stanly, and LaGoon are working the Easley
front with varying success, and
that he thinks that they are old
enough now to graduate from
the Cradle-roll division.
-OSCAR SATS-

that Pop Shuford, that great
big handsome football player, is
still fighting a losing battle trying to keep the ladies away and
that the Batesburg threat has already got him two-thirds of the
way to the altar.
OSCAR */*Y»

that he is pleased to note that
GWC is sending a larger delegation than usual to the Xmas
dances and he sincerely hopes
that nothing will be said about
Thanksgiving.
(Continued on page five)
forth in all their new finery
without saying anything about it
is remarkable. It blasts all ofcr
theories concerning femininity.
We can't imagine anything feminine, even a newspaper, coming
out in a new dress without making an entrance.
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DIETICIAN ANNOUNCES
BELIEFS ABOUT FOODS

THF TIGER. CLEMSON, S. C.

Oscar Says

FIVE

Local Chapter of Tau Beta Pi to
Sponsor Intermission Party at Dance

(Continued from page four)

Kansas City Expert Explodes
that Anderson's Lib is happy
Foundation for Common
to have Bill Brezeale back by
Theories
the fireside since he returned
from his Atlanta tangent, a
Kansas
City,
Mo.—(ACP) — chastened man.
OSCAR SAYS
>
Speaking to a Kansas City audience, Dr. Milton A. Bridges, diet
that Walter Lewis has promexpert of Columbia University, ised to be a good little boy and
Knocked the foundation from Un- not to lie to the editor any more
der common theories about food. since Oscar pinned his ears back
"It has never been recognized so thoroughly a couple of weeks
that nature or man has been able ago, and that Oscar hopes he
to produce anythng such as a means it because he would hate
reducing food," he said.
to see Helen turn him over her
No Apples
knee again.
"The efficacy of fish as a bTain
-OSCAR SAYSfood, onions to cure a cold, parthat recent observations taken
sley to increase fluid output, in that vicinity lead Oscar to'
broth for strength, port wine suggest a name for the senior
and rusty nails for blood-build- barracks, Alco Hall.
ing, celery to soothe the nerves,
OSCAR SAYS
skim milk and bananas for re- __that M, Clyde Vallentine, the
ducing, and last but not least, sponge of A Company, is the
an apple a day to keep the doc- victim of a hall full of circumtor away, have been proved with- stances out there, and that he
out foundaton."
has Oscar's sympathy in his time
of greatest need.
Mr. W. P. Tiencken, '29, now
C. Gunnells, '30, is employed
connected with the TVA as designing engineer, was a recent with the Standard Oil Company
at Columbia.
visitor to the campus.

LOCAL DEAN RETURNS
FROM ANNUAL MEET
Local Dean Attends Southern
Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools
Dean Washington of the Education
Department
returned
Friday from Richmond, Virginia
where he attended the Southern
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools.
One of the features of the
Association's meeting was a dinner and program for the directors of the Association.
The
high light of the program was
the speech delivered by Dean
Washington concerning the Work
program for the coming year.
During the
banquet
many
ideas for replanning were discussed.
Among the prominent
speakers, beside Dean Washington, were President Britton of
Georgia Tech, Dean Hilton of
Duke, and Dean Meade of Birmingham Southern.

H. F. Sander and J. S. Hun
ter to Have Complete
Charge of Arrangements

RED CROSS CAMPAIGN
BACKED BYRESIDENTS
Record Enrollment Netted In
Roll Call by Clemsoin
Chapter

The local Red Cross Roll Call
has, to date, netted 225 one-dollar members, it was announced
yesterday by Professor M. E.
Bradley, chairman of the Clemson chapter, who stated that this
year's membership is by ten larger than any previous enrollment
since the World War.
The 1937 Roll Call, which is
under the chairmanship of Mrs.
W. W. Klugh, although highly
successful thus far, is still canvassing for new members and
any cadets interested in contributing to the national Red Cross
fund are urged to get in touch
with Professor Bradley or Mrs.
Klugh at their earliest convenience.
Officials of the drive wish to
thank the people of the campus
and community for their whole
\
hearted support during this year's
During the last 7 years of Big drive.
Ten competition, Purdue ha»
won 28 games, lost 8 and tied
R. H. Richardson, 1935 gradu2 for a percentage of .777.
ate, is farming near Pendleton.

At the Thursday meeting of
Tau Beta Pi, national honorary
engineering fraternity,
elaborate plans were made for an intermission party to be held during the dances sponsored by the
Engineers tomorrow and Saturday nights. H. P. Sander and
J. S. Hunter were placed in
charge of arrangements.
Included in the program for
the meeting several interesting
talks were made. W. M. RoaV
gers, president of the society,
spoke on his recent trip to Syracuse, New York as representative of the socety at the convention there. J. S. Hunter reported on the
recent best-seller,
"Gone with the Wind" and R.
L. Geisberg delivered a talk on
"Communism in Russia."

S^SSfiS^ft

Sir Hubert Wilkins, Famous Polar
Explorer, After Rugged Arctic Fare —
Gels Comfort and Cheer with Camels!

i* *

He knows the Arctic and the Antarctic. He
has known abysmal cold; fought his way
step by step through howling blizzar.Js;
lived on pemmican and biscuit. " Where I've
gone, Camels have gone," says Sir/Hubert.
"An explorer needs good digestion," he
continues. "In the Arctic, I take what I c m
get to eat and like it. Food is monotonous
—concentrated—hastily prepared. Smoking
Camels adds gusto to my meals and brings
me a great feeling of well-being afterward.
Camels set me right! A Camel has of;.en
given me the 'lift' I needed to carry on."
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IT'S NOT alone what you eat that's
important. How you digest it
counts for a lot too. Camels at
mealtime help in two special ways.
They ease tension and stimulate
the flow of digestive fluids—alkaline digestive fluids—so necessary
to normal, healthy digestion.
Join the Camel smokers! Camel's
mildness and finer flavor—Camel's
energizing "lift" and aid to digestion— add pleasure the whole day
through. Camels set you right!
NEW HOLLYWOOD RADIO ATTRACTION!
Camel Cigarettes bring you a FULL HOUR'S
ENTERTAINMENT! Benny Goodman's
"Swing" Band ... George Stoll's Concert Orchestra...Hollywood Guest Stars...and Rupert
Hughes presides! Tuesday —9:30 pm E.S.T.,
8:30pm C.S.T.,7:30pmM.S.T.,6:30pmP.S.T.,
WABC-Columbia Network.

■~r

COSTLIER
TOBACCOS
Camels are made from
finer, MORE EXPENSIVE
TOBACCOS-Turkish and
Domestic— than any
other popular brand.

"MOST GIRLS HERE at college smoke
Camels," says Miss J. O'Neill. "Sol smoke
them too. Smoking Camels helps digestion;
food tastes better! Camels always taste mild."

SIX

AMERICAN COLLEGES
CALLED PLAY GROUND
BY FKENGHCOLLEGIAN

THE TIGER, CLEMSON. S. C

Block C Inducts Ele ven Clemson
ELECTRICAL WELDING
Football Stars and One Manager DEVICE PERFECTED BY

Xmas Maestro

FRITZ KREISLER SEES
MORE APPRECIATION
OF GREAT CLASSICS

Student to Recommend That
French Schools Adopt
American Features

ADMIRES FOOTBALL
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PHILPOT AND DILLARD

Two Seniors, Three Juniors,
and Seven Sophomores
Experiments Yield Startling
are Tapped by Club
Results in Completion of
Intricate Machine
GAME PLANNED

After much experimentation,
The Block C Club, established Professor
Field of Music to Change As
Philpot, aided by Mr.
in their new clubroom in a unit
Dillard,
has
finally completed
Result of Perfected
of then new barracks, has elected
Television
into membership 12 outstanding work on an electric welder capmembers of Clemson's varsity able of very fine welding of thin
JAZZ STILL POPULAR football squad, according to Pres- material.
An interesting item concerning
ident W. A. Lawton. The list,
Los Angeles,
Cal.— (ACP) — which includes 11 players and the construction of the intricate
"College students are slowly be- manager, follows: C. Woods, W. welder is the fact that the inginning to appreciate the better O. Payne, C. W. Pennington, K. strument was made from apparatus from an old battery chargtype of music but still show a H. Windham, C. A. Goins, D. J. er formerly used to charge elecstrong liking for jazz," Fritz Willis, J. R. Bailey, B. F. Pearautomobile batteries. DurKreisler, world famous violinist son, H. K. Segars, W. W. Magee, tric
ing a buying tour, Professor
and composer, told students of R. S. Orban, and J. M. Jeter, Philpot purchased this discarded
manager.
Los Angeles Junior College.
Plans were made at a recent charger for a nominal sum. In
"ttf students will stay away
finally converting this practically
from jazz a little, they will soon meeting for the informal initia- useless charger into an excellent
discover the pleasure that comes tion, which is being held now, electric welder capable of proto one when they can appreciate! lasting for two weeks, and the ducing from 25 to 55 amps, Prof.
the classics.
formal initiation which will take
Philpot and Mr. Dillard comWesley Kay, popular young
"Several years from now the place after the Christmas holipleted a project to which they
maestro, who will play for
field of music may be changed days.
had devoted much time and
the Christmas dance" series
considerably from what it is toInitiates Entertain
study.
this weekend. Kay has playday, through the influence of
The Block C Club will hold
ed a number of engagements'
Growing Field
teevision, and students who are an intermission party during the
in this vicinity, scoring an
In regard to electric welding,
studying music should keep this Friday night dance in the new
especially hig success at
in mind," he continued.
club room. The twelve new mem- Professor Philpot -stated the BeWofford last weekend.
Many Opportunities
bers will furnish the entertain- lief that electric welding is now
a rapidly growing field of engi"There are just as many op- ment for the party.
neering.
The growth of this
portunities for ambitious music
Game
Plannedi
field has been largely due to the
students now as there were a
Lawton stated that tentative cheap rates at which welding
number of years ago and as
there will be in the future. How- plans are being drawn for spon- may now be done. If government
ever, what change television will soring a football game during power projects hring about lowbring about in music in the fu spring practice, the proceeds of ered rates in power "and the
which will go toward furnishing technique of welding is further
ture is hard to tell.
Colonel Weeks Issues Regu
"But," declared Kreisler, "if the clubi room. A small admis- perfected, electric welding will
a student is a good musician sion price will be charged. The soon occupy an even more imporlation tot Reward Cadets
the world will listen to him no opponents have not been named tant place in the science of engiHaving No Demerits
neering.
as yet.
matter what happens."
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A new plan for rewarding the
cadets with clear "bust" records
was recently announced by Col.
Weeks, commandant of Clemson
College.
a pkg.
ON
a pkg.
To date, those cadets who have
gotten no demerits for a period
of 30 days had eight demerits University of Georgia Prof.
States Bad Grades Not
taken off of their account. The
Camels, Lucky Strikes, Chesterfield, Old Gold, etc.,
cadet who had no demerits was
Due to Disease
$1.45
per carton; minimum order two cartons. WE
given no reward whatever. Col.
PAY POSTAGE!
Send Money Order or Certified
Weeks, feeling a necessity for
Athens,
Ga.—'(AGP)—Physisome reward to these students cal and mental diseases are not
Check with order. NO ORDER C. O. D.
has devised a scheme whereby major causes of student failure,
any cadet who acquires no de- according1 to Dr. A. S. Edwards, o
merits for a period of 30 days professor of psychology at the
SACKS, GREENE & SIEVERS
Dept. AN
will be released from attending University of Georgia.
308
W.
Washington
St.
Chicago,
111.
eight reveilles for every perfect
Dr. Edwards has recently pubr
30-day period.
lished a pamphlet, "Aetiology of
This plan is to become effec- Student Failures in the Univer>o<
>o<
tive at the beginning of the new sity , of Georgia," based on eight
year.
Those cadets having no years of experimentation and
demerits to date will be given compilation of data. The pam16 reveilles during January. The phlet explains that most of the
purpose of the plan is two-fold, students who get failing grades
tl will serve as a stimulus to get them in courses which do
make the; corps maintain a bet- not interest them.
ter disciplinary record, and it
o
will amply reward the cadet who
PHILADELPHIA
is earnest enough and capable
enough to maintain. a spotless
record for a 30-day period.
8 Never-fade Velox Prints, A P n
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JACK BABBIT CO.
AULL IS SPEAKER AT
Spartanburg, S. C.
(Coin)
FATHER-SON BANQUET

New York, N. Y.— (ACP) —
Jean Pierre Le Mee,' the 19year-old French student sent to
the United States by his government to make a survey of social
life in American colleges, is convinced that college life
here
would be "too lovely for French
students."
Le Mee expressed amazement
that American students
have
such a good time. If the college
life' in the United States' were
suddenly transplanted
to my
country, he said, the students
there "wouldn't think of workng." As it is at present, life
for them is all "work, work,
work."
Western Colleges
Le Mee's inspection tour began on September 21. He first
visited five colleges on the West
coast.
En route to the East,
he dropped in at the University
of Chicago.
In the East he
visited Columbia University, New
York University, Temple University, the University of Pennsylvania, Bryn Mawr, Princeton,
and Harvard.
In reference to the five football games he saw, Lee Mee
said: "At fiTst I thought they
were all crazy playing such a
game. All those boys ready to
kill each other and the man
whistling all the time.
The
shouting and the singing were
the only things I liked. But by
the fifth time I began to see
how marvelous the game- was
mathematically."
Many Differences
He cited the differences he
observed in the universities of
the West and East coasts. "The
students don't work, very hard
tn the West.
All they could
talk about was politics and
sports.
Everything was parties
■—singing parties, bridge parties,
dancing parties, radio parties,
and week-end parties The University of California at Los
Angeles is very .near Hollywood,
and all the girls there seemed to
think of going into the movies
instead of working"
Le Mee declared that the East
was different. He said that the
girls
at Bryn
Mawr
didn't
"shout"
and students
really
worked.
Columbia and
New
York Universities held little interest for him because they were
too much like "what we have in
Paris." They did not have the,
campus life that seemed to be
almost everywhere else, he said.
live Alone
He stated that students at
French universities live
alone
and seldom get to know one
another.
In the United States
students even get to know some
Mr. G. H. Aull, head of the
of their professors, he remarked, depatment of agricultural ecosomething that is impossible in nomics, wa the principal speaker
France without the proper in- at the Annual, Father-Son bantroduction.
quet in Seneca on Friday night,
Le Mee, in hs report to the December 4.
His subject was
French ministry of education, is "The Farmer and His Future".
going to recommend six AmeriThe banquet was sponsored by
can features
for adoption in the Seneca chapter of the Future
French
universities:
playing Farmers of Amerca.
fields fraternities
and
clubs,
large dining rooms, good reproDOC DOC DOC
ductions of great works of art
in college buldings, and university theatres, magazines, and
newspapers.

COMMANDANT PLANS
NEW DEMERIT RULE

Lack of Interest
Cause of Failure

CIGARETTES

0

0

Clemson Uniforms are Made By U
WILLIAM C. ROWLAND, Inc. 0

Roll

During the/past week, Mr. J.
H. Mitchell, Jihief chemist of the
State Research Laboratory at
Jjglemson College, attended the
'BmW.^1 convention of the Agricultural demists Association in
Washington.
Much (!>f the convention program timei was taken up by discussions of new and better' methods of Chemical Aanalysis. Mr.
Mitchell brought back to Clemson College many valuable plans
for improvement in the State
Agricultural
Research Department.
Only one per cent of the coeds graduated from the University of Illinois are old' maids.

Cleaning and Pressing

0

Developed

SELECT SOMETHING AT

All Work Guaranteed

HOKE SLOAN'S

PAUL FEINSTEIN

You, Junior^ and Seniors, buy now and pay after'
Christmas. Avoid that last minute anxiety.
Balfcjur's Jewelry
Balfour's Evening in Paris Sets

Clemson, S. C.

Ik

$2.25 up.

WHEN YOU THINK OF GROCERIES CALL AT

The New Store
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Other Nice Gifts

Repairing and Altering

Cash and Carry
>o<

K

Give "Dad" a nice present for Xmas

Watch Repairs

BLECKLEY'S DRY CLEANERS

MITCHELL GUEST AT
CHEMIST CONVENTION

14.5c SAVE MONEY 14.5c (j

STAPLE AND FANCY GROCERIES
also SMALL STOCK HARDWARE

Compliments of

0

CLEMSON COLLEGE LAUNDRY

We are very grateful for the business you have
given us. Let us continue to serve you.

CLEMSON CASH GROCERY CO.
C. D. Marrett, Manager
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SPORTS

BOB CHEVES
Sports Editor

from

"Witt

H€$% fc«X

This week finds a lull in the sports program with football gradually disappearing over the horizon while the
winter sports, basketball and boxing, are slowly stealing'
the limelight.

Hi

SEVEN

OTIS MORGAN
Asst. Sports Editor

THIRTY BOXERS TURN Tiger Soccer Team Ties Davidson
In Thrilling Game on Riggs Field
OUT AS COACH JONES
Ten-Minute
Period
ISSUES ANNUAL CALL BERRY, LEWIS, FOLGER Extra
Ends in 2-2 Deadlock;
Locals Star
Indications Point to Successful Year as Aspiring PugMENTIONED FOR ALL Clemson's fine soccer team enilists Answer Call
gaged Davidson in ~~a thrilling
game, on Riggs Field last Wed
AMERIGANJOSmONS
THREE LETTERMEN
nesday, December 8, which etfd-

1
HEBE AND THERE
The football players are truly
resting on their laurels as they
ed in an overtime tie of 2-2.
are beine feted on all sides with
Some thirty-odd aspiring pug- Clemson Stars Receive Nomi- Davidson tied the score in the
banquets, radio talks, etc. . . Net
nations for Places on Myth- last five seconds of play of the
ilists responded to Coach Bob
Berry and Mac Folger, the lads
Jones' call for the initial boxing
ical National Team
regular game and, after a ten
with golden voices, created quite
practice' last Monday afternoon.
minute overtime, the deadlock
a sensation with their talks over
All indications point to a most
The National Intercollegiate was still not broken.
Greenville's WFRC last Friday
successful season for the leather Mi-American football team for!
The Clemson scores were made
night. . . At last, little Al Sanpushers with an abundance of 1936 which was released this early in the game. Summerbell
Bengal
Cage
Artists
Polish
ders has received the recognimaterial on hand from which to week is a well balanced aggre- scored once and the other tally
tion due him, but it was not
choose in the various weights. gation representative of the best was marked up when a mixup in
Off Plays as First Meet
auite enough. Better luck next
The loss of Caj)t Cliff, Henley in the country.
front of the Davidson goal reDraws Near
year, .Al! He was runner-up' to
through graduation is causing
sulted in the ball being booted
Kunkle Is Head
Sabados of Citadel for the Jacobs
Coach Jones no little concern as
through, the uprights. Play was
STARS
MISSED
Net
Berry,
Mac
Folger,
and
trophy, awarded annually "to the
he seeks to find a capable rein the visitors territory during
Harold
Lewis,
star
members
of
best blocker .in the state. . . The
placement for this potential point
most of the game and the Tigers
With
two
practice
tilts
to
their
this
year's
Bengal
team,
were
members of the football squad
winner of a year ago; however,
really deserved to win the game,
will hold an informal banquet credit, the Bengal basketeers it is more or less a matter - of listed among the nominees for for they held the lead of 2-1
tomorrow night, but the formal have been practicing steadily for choice in the other divisions with positions on the mythical eleven: right up until the last few secHeaded by Bob Kunkle of the
affair will not be staged until the past week in an effort to be several promising condidates from
onds, when a Davidson man
after the Christmas holidays at in tip-top shape for the official which to select in all the classes. University of North Dakota, this pushed over the tying score. The
poll was conducted for the third
which time the captain for next curtain-raiser with Eddie CameLettermen
ten minute overtime period saw
year's eleven will be elected. . . ron's Duke Blue Devils here next
Lettermen who ^are returning straight year and was partici- futile efforts' by both teams to
Wednesday.
The
following
night
pated
in
by
sports
writers
from
The Greenville News blossomed
for ianother winter of combat are
put over the winning marker.
out with another All-state the will find the traveling Tigers in T. S. McConnell, light-heavy- fifty-three outstanding colleges,
It was definitely a moral victory
Knoxville
Tennessee
for
a
game
representing thirty-four states.
other day which we thought was
weight; Mac Nathans, senior wel- First team
Pos. for the Tigers, and one which
fairly good. Thev included Ber- with the highly-touted Vols.
terweight; Bob Jones, welterWith
the
announcement
that
E they deserved to win.
Kelley,
Yale
ry, Lewis, Black, and Folger on
weight.
From the reserves of
To Play Fnrman
the first string and S. McConnell. Wister Jackson, outstanding soph last year come several possibili- Widseth, Minnesota
T
The -Tigers expect to play Fur
Bryant, and Sanders on the se- candidate for one of the forward ties in Russ Waters, Bill John- Reid, Northwestern
G
cond. . . Lewis and Black also berths, will not be able to play stone, Russ Dorn, and W. W. Wojciechowicz, Fordham
C man sometime next week. A basis
received special mention on the for another month as the resftli Dukes. Among the new men out White, Alabama
G for a comparison of the two
Associated Press' All-American of a wrist fracture, Coach Davis for the varsity for the first time Franco, Fordham
T teams is available here for Davidson has already played Furfootball team while Folger made has had to call on Sophomote are Dawson, Brailsford, Cason, Tinsley, L. S. U.
Jack
Bryce,
brother
to
Bill
who
honorable mention.
We aTe
B man and beaten them rather deBaugh, Texas Christian
and
Moorer.
right proud of our gridiron war- has already earned his varsity
B cisively by the score of 4 to 0.
Bill Folk and Power W. Be- Parker, Duke
riors. . . The Block C Club is spurs through three years of bril- thea are the senior and junior Buiyid, Marquette
B The Tigers also have games schtaking 12 new member*'-in, this liant play art the pivot post, to managers, respectively.
B eduled with Wofford, and P. C.
TJram, Minnesota
week.
Initiation for the Cuba fill the vacancy. Newell Crawford, and up-and-coming reserve
started last Monday. . .
from last year, is slated for one r
THE BASKETEERS
of the guard postlons with Ed
The Tiger cage team started Kitchens, letterman, as his runthe season off with a bang last ning mate. Bill Bryce and Bob
weekend wth wins in two prac- Cheves, veteran lettermen, will
<
tice tilts— Southern Bleachery take care of the other two posiand Lyman's Pacifies. . . Pro- tions.
bably one more warm-up contest
Stars Missed
•will be staged before the Bengals
Although CoaCh Davis is* misstackled the Duke Blue Devils ing the services of Spearman,
here on December 16. . . The Brown, and, Pennington from last
Davismen have already received year's championship quint, he is
one severe setback and from an gradually moulding a fast-passing
unexpected source. Wister Jack- and quick-breaking outfit that
•
son, promising sophomore for- will be able to cope with the best
ward who has played a major in the South. Several new compart in both of the Tigers' con- ers including Dick Miller, Bill
quests, will be laid up for the Caldwell,' and Watson Magee,
*i—jj^xt few weeks with a fractured from last year's frosh have been
wrWt Wister may' still be seen coming along and will prove
at practice sessions as he is try- capable replacements for the first
ing tofceep in shape in order to stringers.
be readv\ for the °PeninS whistLe
*
when theNffcels finally cast off. January 16, and are slated to
Newell Crawford, local pride, journey down in Alabama for a
* is' going great guns as a basket- bout with Auburn.
tosser. He tallied 16 points in
the Lvmafl fray-and is expected ]iigiiigiiaaigiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiia[iiiiiiiiiiaiKig]gig]
to develop into one. of the best
shots Clemson has ha€ in recent
years. 'After a very close eftcounter with the Lyman club
last Fridav in which the Pacifies
Friday: "TO MARY,
sunk fourteen out of seventeen WITH LOVE" with Warner
foul shots Coach Davis remarkMyrna Loy, Ian
ed- "That's the way you oughta Baxter,
Romantic His of
shoot 'em." The Tigers had made Hunter.
a very low percentage of theirs, the Season.
and, as was expected, the past
Saturday L "DON'T TURN
A Small Radio Makes a Wonderful Gift
week was devoted to, a-, great
'EM LOOSE", with Lewis
extent with foul shooting. . . .
"Rough House" Kitchens is liv- Stone, James Gleason, Louing up to his Tep, being ejected ise Latimer, Bruce Cabot.
from both practice tilts via the
Monday: "THE GENERfour personal fouls route.
AL DIED AT DAWN" with
Use Your R O T C Checks on Christmas Goods
DOTS AND DASHES
Gary Cooper, Madeline CarAmong those missing from the
roll, Wm. Frawley.
initial boxing session last MonTuesday: "STAGE
day was little Teddy Boselli,
featherweight who made a name STRUCK" with Dick Powfor himself in southern athletic ell, Joan* Blondell, Warren
circles last, winter as a member William, frank McHugh,
of the boxing team. Teddy was
nnable to return to school this The Yacht Club Boys.
Full of comedy and royear, and his absence is sorely
missed by teammates, coaches, mace.
and students. . . Ed Heap and
Wednesday: "ALL AMJerry Underwood, star hnrlers on
the Beneal nine, have been seen ERICAN /CHUMP" with
limbering up over at the field Stuart Efwin, Robert Armhouse on several niehts.
Pro- strong.yBetty Furness, Edbably these two intend to keep ward Cwenn.
the kinks out of their arms by
Season's surprise comedy
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner
tossing a few now and then. . .
Word has leaked out that the hit.
pugilists are expecting to have
Thursday: "BENGAL TIthe best team in years. We are GER"jwith Satan, The Man
in lust the mood to agree, providing a few men come through Killer^ Barton McLane, June
in the heavier weights. The Ben- Travis—Thrills of the year.
gals will open with Georgia on isasiiaigiiiiigBiiaiaHsiisBiiiiiBiaiiiiiaiBiis

BASKETEERS PREPARE
FOR DUKE, TENNESSEE
CONTESTSNEXT WEEK

Evening in Paris Sets
Coty Sets
Houbigant Sets
April Shower Sets
Dresser Sets

COLLEGE SEAL JEWELRY
Compacts - Bracelets - Necklaces - Novelties

Show Schedule

RADIO S—Crosley, Fada, General Electric,
and RCA

X. (2. oftlcvdin

The Official College Book and Supply Store
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CORPS IS CHASTENED New Auditorium Specifications Are
BY MIDNIGHT MARCH Submitted to Board of Trustees Here
('Continued from page one)
stration since the famed wsHk*out of several years ago when a
large portion of the student body
struck in protest against the
mess-hall food, although the affair last night could hardly be
classed with an event which came
about of student volition. Resentiment was' expressed on all
sides last night as the marchers
wearily thawed out before radiators of barracks.
Many students looked upon the march as
a sort of field-day and the general disturbance didn't die down
until nearly midnight.
A statistician in The Tiger office estimated that over five
months of student time was wasted on the march, computed on a
basis of two hours lost per student.
II
The direct results of the disciplinary measure will not tie apparent until tonight. Observers
are anxiously waiting to see if
the march will be repeated in
event of another fireworks disturbance.
Patronize

TIGER

Advertisers

Holtzendorff
Announces
Progress Being Made by
Local Association
According to an announcement
released, today by P. B. Holtzendorff, General Secretary of the
local Young Mens' Christian Association, plans are rapidly being pushed forward and the specifications for the erection of a
new air-cooled auditorium are
being drawn up by the college
architect to be submitted to the
Board of Trustees for approval.
At the last meeting the the Trustees plans were discussed for the
erection of this new building to
be used as a theater, auditorium
and reception room for the people *>f the campus and the student body. The members of the
board asked that all available
material including the specifications for the building be drawn
up and submitted at the next
meeting.
Accordng to information received here the members of the
board are heartily in favor of
the theater at Clemson being operated by the college through the

WILKINSON STARS ON
LITERARY BROADCAST
The second in a series of
broadcasts by the Calhoun Literary Socety of Clemson College was. given last Saturday
over Station WAIM of Anderson.
Henry T. Malone announced
the program which included a
dramatic reading of the Death
of Faust by J. C. Wilkinson and
Talks on "Power of Thought"
and "Music as A Mind Builder"
by D. E. Hudgin and E. Mazo.
YMCA. Plans call for the erecion of the building and its completion by the first of next September.
Funds are now being raised by
the local association for the construction of this building. Additional financial aid other than
that contributed will be derived
from direct loans to the college
from neighboring banks.
This
money will be paid back over
a period of years by the college
through the YMCA by funds derived chiefly from the operation
of the picture shows that are to
be shown in the new building.
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LOCAL PASTOR TALKS
AT VESPER SERVICES
The Rev. S. J. L. Crouch spoke
at vespers Sunday evening, December 6, at 6:15, using as his
subject the topic "Doubt". Musical selections were rendered by
cadets after the talk.
Reels were run at 1:30 and
6:45. Reels shown were "March
of Time", "News", "Pictorial",
and "Stranger Than Fiction".
The Winthrop College YWCA
delegation will present a program
next Sunday.
Patronize
-><-)<
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KAY WILL PLAY FOR
ENGINEERSJOP HERE
(Continued from page one)
relieve congestion at the door.
Cadet block is $2.00; cadet Friday night. |1.50.
The members of the Block C
Club are being given a banquet
by Captain Harcombe before the
affair tomorrow night and quite
a large number of the athletes
and their dates are expected to
attend.
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CHRISTMAS JEWELRY j)
"Red" Burton
Room 903
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Will Hold Checks Until After Christmas
WATCHES,

BRACELETS,
COMPACTS,

NECKLACES

o

ETC.

Kepresenting

o

COCHRAN JEWELRY CO., Anderson, S. C.
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. mild ripe tobaccos
IT

..out of the

iorn of Plenty
tome the good things
that $moker$ enjoy

from the Carolinas, Georgia, Kentucky, Maryland andVirginia—there's
aplenty of the best in Chesterfield.

.aromatic tobaccos
from Turkey and Greece—and plenty
to make Chesterfields taste better—
and different.

Pleasing taste and aroma, refreshing mildness—Chesterfields
are chockfull of the good things
you enjoy in a cigarette.

r

.. .for the good things
smoking can give you

...enjoy Chesterfields
Copyright 1936, LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.
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